"Magic Journey" Synopsis 7/11/18 (age demo 13+)
100 minutes animation
The planet Orion is under attack from the dreaded Umori pirates who are wreaking havoc and
destruction throughout the galaxy.
The King and Queen of Orion summon their son Max, a special wizard with unique and
emerging magical powers that he will use to restore the destroyed food supplies by evil pirates
that have put his planet in perilous starvation.
The pirates utilize the deadly stones of Umori on Max's sister Gia. She is captured, and the
Umori stones are placed on her, giving the pirates total control over her mind and spirit.
These rare Umori stones make her susceptible to the power of suggestion, and limitless deceit.
Interested in obtaining Orion's wealth, the pirates force Gia to use her amazing magic powers
against her people for robbery and the rape of her planet.
The people of Orion are alarmed, anxious, and dying of hunger. The entire population is aware
that there is only sufficient food to last a few more weeks. They are clamoring for immediate
action from the King, but the King knows that only his son Max can get the job done.
.
Max begins his vital food gathering mission with a small band of loyalists. They secure a space
freighter and attempt to take the grain to the starving planet. The Umori pirates are tipped off by
Gia, still a victim of mind control from the Umori’s stones. Max’s secret food mission is in
danger, Max hastily forms a new plan to protect the food and remaining Orion valuables on the
huge deep space freighter.
The pirates abruptly attack the space freighter with powerful weapons, causing severe damage.
Using an escape pod, the frightened crew abandons Max only to become captured by the
invading gang. Max uses all his extraordinary magical powers and psychic abilities to save his
crew, protect the food, and cause the pirates to believe that the freighter is haunted, spooky,
and dangerous
.
The pirates want no part of the haunted space freighter. navigating his way through a dangerous
asteroid field, Max manages to evade the clutches of the villainous pirates. Max returns to the
devastated planet of Orion only to find it mysteriously deserted, due to Gia's magic spells on the
Orion population.
Forced by the pirates and the stones of Umori, Gia is forced to face off in a powerful magic fight
against her brother Max.
An epic battle ensues finding Max the victor over the pirates. With the Umori stone its power
controlling Gia now gone, she returns to her family, and her people, replenishing their food,
hope and trust, allowing the planet Orion to return to normalcy.
Forever after the amazing stories of Captain Max Vega, his magic Journey, and the elimination
of evil Umori space pirates are told throughout the galaxy.

